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Abstract
In the present study, we retrospectively analyzed the records of surgical confirmed kidney cancer with renal cell carcinoma pathology
in the database of the hospital. We evaluated the significance of cancer size by assessing the outcomes of proposed adaptive active
contour model (ACM). The aim of our study was to develop an adaptive ACM method to measure the radiological size of kidney
cancer on computed tomography in the hospital patients. This paper proposed a set of medical image processing, applying images
provided by the hospital and select the more obvious cases by the doctors, after the first treatment to remove noise image, and the
kidney cancer contour would be circled by using the proposed adaptive ACM method. The results showed that the experimental
outcome has highly similarity with the medical professional manual contour. The accuracy rate is higher than 99%. We have
developed a novel adaptive ACM approach that well combines a knowledge-based system to contour the kidney cancer size in
computed tomography imaging to support the clinical decision.

Abbreviations: ACC = accuracy, ACM= active contour model, AJCC= American Joint Commission on Cancer, CT= computed
tomography, FN = false negative, FP = false positive, RCC = renal cell carcinoma, TN = true negative, TP = true positive.
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1. Introduction

Kidney cancers account for 3% of all malignancies.[1] Most of
them are sporadic and detected incidentally.[1] computed
tomography (CT) imaging is considered as the better choice to
detect the kidney cancer.[1,2] The size of renal cancer has critical
role in planning for treatment.[3–5] Cancer size is determined to be
one of the predicting factor for surviving.[6,7] However,
discrepancy between radiological and pathological size of kidney
cancer is noted.[8,9] Kidney cancer, which is the third most
common urologic tumor,[1] with roughly 20% to 30% of quiet.
After surgical resection, kidney cancer patients should be follow-
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up closely for survival. Now the most valuable determinant of
kidney cancer classification is the tumor, lymph node, and
metastasis organizing framework,[6] which gives basic data for
cancer staging and prognosis.[10–12] The most recent American
Joint Commission on Cancer (AJCC) 2017 tumor, lymph node,
and metastasis framework, pathologic arrange T1 and T2 kidney
cancers are classified depending exclusively on tumor estimate
(<7cm for T1 and>7cm for T2). While many pathological types
of kidney cancer were noted, the most common type of kidney
cancer was renal cell carcinoma (RCC).[6]

Since the development of active contour models (ACM, a.k.a.
snakes) in 1988,[13,14] they have been applied to many fields of
imaging analysis.[15,16] In clinical imaging, ACM has been
selected for analyzing hepatic[17] and lung[18] lesions. In studying
renal lesions, ACM has been applied for renal traumatic staging
in 2018.[19–21] No specific kidney cancer calculation on the tumor
size from CT imaging was easily obtained from the CT imaging.
Since the size of the tumor is important for planning of cancer
treatment, preoperative imaging planning is important for good
patient care.
In the present study, we retrospectively analyzed the records of

surgical confirmed kidney cancer with RCC cancer pathology in
the database of the hospital. We evaluated the significance of
cancer size by assessing the outcomes of proposed ACMmethods.
The aim of our study was to develop an adaptive ACM method
to measure the radiological size of kidney cancer on CT in the
hospital patients.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. CT imaging collection

A retrospective chart review of confirmed kidney cancers in the
hospital was performed. Inclusion criteria: abdominal CT with/
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Figure 1. Flow chart of computed tomography imaging segmentation and analysis.
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without contrast showed kidney tumor and pathological
confirmation of RCC from radical surgery or biopsy. Exclusion
criteria: kidney cancer without pathology report or surgery. The
segmentation from sectional cuts of abdominal CT imaging (64-
slice, 0.5mm) before surgical treatment was obtained.
Radiological tumor size was defined as from the smallest to

largest transverse diameter in the axial plane on the CT imaging.
Each section of tumor site, the region of interest, was circled and
reported by the urologist and radiologist as ground truth. The
ground truth was not revealed until the present adaptive ACM
outcome for comparison.
2.2. Preprocessing

The noise signals were managed first. As CT imaging produces a
little noise, in order to avoid the division of the error occurred
when the need to remove the noise. Compared to other fuzzy
filters, the Gaussian smoothing combined with bilateral filter can
effectively smooth the image while maintaining the edge of the
image to some extent. In addition, in order to enhance the edge of
images, image enhancement is performed to further sharp the
edge of images to aid the edge detection prior to ACM.
2.3. ACM

Further adaptive ACM was present. There were 2 major steps.
Step 1: Create an initial curve in the image manually, the shape of
the informal, but the need to target the outline o"f the object
wrapped in the inside. Step 2: Establish the “energy equation (E)”
internal energy to standardize the curve shape “elastic energy
(a)” and ensure the smooth continuous “bending energy (b)” of
the curve and the “outside” of the gauge curve close to the target
object contour Energy (g). In the process of operation,
minimizing the internal energy can make the curve to the
internal tightening and smooth; and minimize the external energy
can make the curve close to the target object contour. The
formula was listed as follow:

E ¼ ∫ 1
0 aðsÞ ∂

∂s
vðsÞ

����
����þ bðsÞ ∂2

∂s2
vðsÞ

����
����þ g

� �
ds ð1Þ

The working flow chart is shown in detail in Figure 1.
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2.4. Analysis

For further interpretation of the accuracy (ACC), compared the
output imaging with the ground truth data. The focused kidney
cancer in the CT imaging (5mm separation) was collected. Each
segmentation of the cancer region was the region of interest. Each
segmented CT imaging after further adaptive ACM analysis was
compared with the ground truth data. The metrics of sensitivity,
specificity, and ACC were calculated as:

Sensitivity= true positive (TP)/(TP + false negative (FN))
Specificity= true negative (TN)/(TN + false positive (FP))
ACC= (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN)
Recall=TP/(TP+FN)
Precision=TP/(TP+FP)
F1=2TP/(2TP+FN+FP)=2∗Precision∗Recall/(Precision+Recall)

2.5. Ethical approval

The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the institutional review board of the hospital. (IRB serial No:
10603-L04)
3. Results

A total 277 files of CT imaging from 10 patients with kidney
cancers were collected for analysis. The demographic data was
shown as Table 1. There were 5 male and 5 female patients with
mean age 47.3 years (ranged from 39 to 68 years). Six were left
side kidney cancer and 4 were right side. Cancer pathology was
documented clear cell carcinoma (RCC). The estimated largest
diameter of the kidney cancer in CT imaging report ranged from
2.5 to 14.4cm (mean 7.2cm). The measurement of cancer size by
the pathology with the largest diameter ranged from 2.3 to 19cm
(mean 6.8cm). Adaptive ACMwas applied to each segmentation
of CT imaging of kidney cancer.
The sample results were shown in Table 2, Table 3 and

Figure 2. Each file in Tables 2 and 3 represented 1 CT
segmentation. The performance matrices, including TP, FN, FP,
TN, ACC, Recall, Precision, and F1 are estimated between the
results of Ground truth and adaptive ACM Method. They are
used to measure the performance. The experimental results of



Table 1

Demographic data of clinical cases with kidney cancers.

Gender Age (yr) Diagnosis Side Largest diameter in CT (cm) Largest diameter from Pathology (cm) CT files

Male 42 RCC right 2.5 2.5 20
Male 40 RCC right 14.4 19 31
Male 54 RCC left 5.4 4.8 20
Male 39 RCC left 8.8 7.8 51
Male 55 RCC right 3.7 2.3 23
Female 68 RCC left 5.1 4.7 18
Female 50 RCC left 7.4 7.5 32
Female 43 RCC left 3.8 3.8 18
Female 40 RCC right 10.7 9 46
Female 42 RCC left 5.7 5.4 18

CT = computed tomography, RCC = renal cell carcinoma.
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the proposedmethod (the blue area in Fig. 2) were comparedwith
the tumor area manually selected by the doctor (the hollow red
line in Fig. 2). More specifically, the ground truth was circled by
urologists (including Dr Chih-Cheng Lu), and they were also
measured by the same doctors after adaptive ACM. According to
the experimental results, the results of this research method were
very similar to the size and shape of the cancer judgment made by
the doctor, and the semi-automatic operation of adaptive ACM
was adopted. The ACC rate was higher than 99%. When the
image interpretation was performed, it was proposed to be used
as a second opinion to help the doctors in diagnosis and
evaluation.

4. Discussion

This paper proposes an innovative region-based adaptive ACM
for image segmentation by semi-automatic function to improve
local kidney cancer CT imaging. CT images have been used as a
tool of chose and focused on the cancer region. The main
contribution of this paper is the formulation of a new energy
functional from adaptive ACM models for kidney oncological
planning for patient care. Qualitative and quantitative analysis
showed that the proposed method produced comparable
Table 2

Distribution of prediction of region of interest.

TP FN

FILE0
FILE1 1093 522
FILE2 1622 509
FILE3 1839 560
FILE4 1457 700
FILE5 1684 301
FILE6 976 503

FILE7
FILE8 840 594
FILE9 1488 506
FILE10 1587 656
FILE11 1899 437
FILE12 1500 449
FILE13 1238 625

Average 1435.25 530.16

ACC = accuracy, FN = false negative rate, FP = false positive rate, TN = true negative rate, TP = tr
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segmentation results and correction of homogeneous regions
for supporting professional work.
The semi-automatic kidney segmentation is particularly

innovative by other organs such as liver, brain or lungs.
Although many methods have been proposed for the accurate
lung, brain, and liver segmentation, sparse algorithms functioned
well for the kidney were noted. Only kidney trauma adaptive
ACM was noted.[19]

We have developed a novel adaptive ACM approach that
combines a knowledge-based system for contouring the kidney
cancer size in CT imaging. Visual inspection of the preliminary
results suggests that the performance of the algorithm is
comparable to that of ground truth by the clinical doctors
contouring methods. In the diagnosis and staging of cancer size,
the adaptive ACM is supporting and feasible for the clinical
situation. It may provide a feasible supporting method for the
doctors to evaluate the 2 dimensional size for the cancer area and
further critical to surgical planning.
For kidney pre-segmentation of CT imaging by ACM has been

studied.[22] The prognosis of the cancer patient depends on
multiple tumor parameters, and size is only 1 consideration. The
present study explores the possible role of adaptive ACM in
detecting cancer in the kidney. It is more practical than normal
FP TN ACC

No tumor
31 117454 99.53%
53 115697 99.41%
17 114303 99.50%
15 113470 99.38%
133 112497 99.62%
16 112117 99.54%

No tumor
0 117817 99.50%
27 116192 99.54%
1 114997 99.44%
151 113827 99.49%
73 113393 99.54%
37 112638 99.42%

46.16 114533.5 99.49%

ue positive rate.
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Table 3

Distribution of prediction of region of interest (continued).

Precision Recall F1

FILE0
FILE1 97.24% 67.68% 79.81%
FILE2 96.84% 76.11% 85.23%
FILE3 99.08% 76.66% 86.44%
FILE4 98.98% 67.55% 80.30%
FILE5 92.68% 84.84% 88.58%
FILE6 98.39% 65.99% 79.00%

FILE7
FILE8 100.00% 58.58% 73.88%
FILE9 98.22% 74.62% 84.81%
FILE10 99.94% 70.75% 82.85%
FILE11 92.63% 81.29% 86.59%
FILE12 95.36% 76.96% 85.18%
FILE13 97.10% 66.45% 78.90%

Average 97.20% 72.29% 82.63%
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imaging segmentation[22] in cancer treatment fields. The
innovative methods of adaptive ACM of our study is not going
to replace the present staging system of kidney cancers based on
AJCC system. Medicine is a changing science. Besides AJCC
system, other staging improving scoring or quality assuring
Figure 2. Tumor contour by computed tomography. Left side is g
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methods for the kidney cancer are undergoing.[23] Our methods
may provide a linchpin of further machine learning of kidney
cancer staging which is critical for treatment planning in the
future.
Some limitations the adaptive ACMmethods were noted in the

study. First, it was a retrospective imaging comparison, not a
prospective method. A prospective randomized study is further
encouraging in the future. Second, Clinical imaging may have
difficulty for caner size measurement when cancer metastases to
adjacent organs. Although the kidney is surrounded by adipose
tissue which is a good contrast to the cancer, advanced stage of
the cancer still a challenge to contour the cancer margin. Third, it
was a 2 dimensional method. Three dimensional imaging contour
method will be better for clinical usefulness professionally.
Further a larger scale study is required to determine whether the
proposed algorithm is indeed capable of providing consistently
superior segmentation.
We have proposed a novel kidney contour extraction

algorithm capable of detecting kidney cancers. The algorithm
is based on the adaptive ACMmodel to detect cancer region after
eliminate FPs through noise points detection. It is promising that
our proposed method enhances the ACC of kidney segmentation
and can assist doctors in the interpretation of CT images,
particularly for kidney cancer related analysis.
round truth, and right side from adaptive active contour model.
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